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INTRODUCTION 
Important information concerning the multipolarity, spin, 
and parity changes in a nuclear transition may be obtained by 
comparing experimentally measured internal conversion coeffi-
cients with those theoretically predicted (1). In determin-
ing these ~onversion coefficients by taking the ratio of the 
number of internal conversion electrons emitted to the number 
of emitted gamma rays for a given transition, the gamma ray 
intensities usually have the largest error. Internal con ... 
version line intensities may be measured using a magnetic 
spectrometer wit.h an error of one or two percent while the 
gamma-ray intensities are frequently in error from five to 
ten percent or more. Since the t·heoretical calculations of 
internal conversion coefficients are estimated to be accur-
ate to about five percent, it is desirable to measure in-
ternal conversion coefficients with an error of not more 
than five percent for a meaningful comparison. Thus a means 
must be found to reduce the uncertainty in the gamma-ray 
intensity measurements. It is usually sufficient to measure 
relative intensities and then to compute relative internal 
conversion coefficients. ·By a suitable normalization pro-
cedure absolute internal conversion coefficients may be ob-
tained. 
The three most common methods currently in use for de-
termining accurate gamma-ray relative intensities are the 
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photoelectric conversion, crystal diffraction, and least 
squares scintillation methods. Hultberg has presented a 
careful description of the photoelectric conversion technique 
(2). In this method the gamma rays whose intensitiesare 
to be measured pass into a converter, a substance with a high 
atomic number, which is mounted in the source position of a 
magnetic beta-ray spectrometer. The gamma rays eject .K, L, 
and M electrons from the atoms in the converter. The energy 
of the emitted electron is 
E = Eg - Eb 
where Eg is the energy of the entering gamma ray and Eb is 
the binding energy of the. electron removed from the atom. 
The number of electrons per second having a given momentum 
which strike the detector is then recorded. The intensity c£ 
the gamma rays can now be calculated if one knows the energy 
dependence of the cross section for photoelectric absorption 
and the angular distribution of converted electrons as well 
as the acceptance angle of the spectrometer. Corrections 
must also be made for the extension of the source and for 
absorption effects due to the particular experimental setup. 
This method takes advantage of the excellent resolution of 
the beta-ray spectormeter. Recent measurements have yielded 
conversion coefficients with errors from five to six percent 
(3, 4, 5). 
The second method of determining relative intensities 
i 
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uses the principle of crystal diffraction. This method has 
been perfected by Lind_ (6, 7), Hatch (8),. Bergvall (9), and 
Edwards (10). A bent crystal spectrometer can be used to 
diffract gamma rays ranging in energy from 30 keV to 600 keV. 
It can be shown (10) that, after making appropriate correc-
tions, the intensity of each of the gamma rays emitted from 
the spectrometer source is proportional to the counting rate 
when the spectrometer is set at the peak·of the diffracted 
line profile. The intensities must be corrected for self 
absorption in the source, absorption in the source container, 
the energy dependent reflectivity of the diffraction crystal, 
absorption in the air path and the cover of the Nai crystal, 
and finally for the half life of the isotope since not all 
of the measurements are made at the same time. One of the 
particularly troublesome corrections is that due to self ab-
sorption in. the source, Since the density of the source 
material, which is frequently a powder, is not known well,,the 
uncertainty in this correction is sometimes larger than that 
of the other corrections. This technique leads to relative 
intensities that are in error from two to twenty percent 
(11, 12). 
The last standard method of measuring gamma intensities 
is the least squares scintillation method. Reynolds (13), 
Salmon (14), Trombka (15, 16), and Heath (17) have written 
computer programs to compute relative intensities using this 
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technique. This method requires the use of a multichannel 
analyser, amplifier, preamplifier, photomultiplier tube, and 
a suitable detector such as a Nai crystal. The basic as-
' 
sumption is that the intensity of a gamma ray is proportional 
to its area under the pulse height spectrum as recorded on 
a multichannel analyzer. It is found that if an isotope 
emits several gamma rays each contributes counts to the com-
posite spectrum just as though it were the only gamma ray 
present. The composite spectrum is then merely the ac~umula­
tion of the counts due to the various gamma rays. In order to 
apply this method one needs to obtain the response function 
of the detector to individual gamma rays of all energies of 
interest present in the source. In practice it is only pos-
sible to obtain a limited number of monoenergetic gamma 
emitters. It then becomes necessary to devise an interpola-
tion scheme to obtain the response function for a gamma ray 
of any energy. A computer program is then written to take 
suitably normalized monoenergetic response functions and de-
termine by a linear least squares adjustment how much each 
gamma ray contributes to the area under the composite spectrum 
and thus what its intensity is. Corrections are made for the 
efficiency of the detector and for absorption in the media 
between the source and detector. The method is limited by 
the lack of a sufficient number of monoenergetic emitters. 
Most of those available are not truly monoenergetic gamma 
' 1-
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emitters or they are very short lived and thus difficult to 
obtain and to work with. The result is that it is difficult 
to obtain accurate experimental response functions for gamma 
rays of a given energy. Recent measurements have quoted 
errors from one to twenty percent (16, 17). 
The new method described here utilizes some of the bet-
ter features of the crystal diffraction and least squares 
scintillation methods with a subsequent improvement in flexi-
bility and accuracy. Briefly, the technique consists of ex-
posing a very thin, weak, line source to the collimator and 
Nai crystal of a bent crystal spectrometer with the diffraction 
crystal removed. This allows the composite spectrum to be 
recorded in a scatter free geometry with few absorption cor-
rections under essentially the same geometrical conditions as 
the monoenergetic response functions will be measured. The 
weak source is then removed and a one curie line source is 
used to diffract the gamma rays of the isotope according to 
their energies. Thus the spectrometer serves as a mono-
chromator. The response of the detector to each of these 
monoenergetic gamma rays is then recorded on the multichannel 
analyzer. An IBM 7074 computer is then used to normalize the 
monoenergetic response functions and determine the area under 
the complex spectrum attributable to each gamma ray. Correc-
tions are made for absorption in the air path and cover on 
the Nai crystal as well as for the efficiency of the crystal. 
The troublesome corrections due to self absorption in the 
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source and source holder as well as that for the energy de-
pendent reflectivity of the crystal are avoided. Since the 
response functions are experimentally determined, there is 
no need to interpolate to obtain response functions for many 
cases of interest. If it is desirable to interpolate between 
two functions to obtain the response functions for a short 
lived isotope with some weak lines, it will be possible to 
choose, from a library of response functions that is being 
built up, several that are very close in energy to the desired 
one. This technique presently produces relative intensities 
that are in error by three to twelve percent. 
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THE LEAST SQUARES SCINTILLATION METHOD 
The least squares scintillation method of determining 
gamma ray relative intensities depends 6n the various ways 
that gamma rays may interact with matter (15, 16, 17). We 
restrict the discussion to gamma rays with energies less than 
1.02 MeV, tbe pair production threshold. The two primary 
ways that gamma rays interact with matter in this energy re-
gion are through photoelectric absorption and Compton scatter-
ing. Although there is no sharp cutoff, photoelectric ab-
sorption is most important at low energies while Compton 
scattering is most important above 0.5 MeV. Photoelectric ab-
sorption occurs when a gamma ray ejects an electron from a K, 
L, or M shell in an atom. The gamma-ray photon transfers all 
of its energy to the electron and disappears. In order to 
conserve momentum this process must take place near a third 
body to which the electron is bound. A certain amount of 
energy is required to remove the electron from the ·atom 
against the electrostatic attraction of the nucleus. The 
energy E of the emitted electron is given by 
equation 1 
where Eb is the electron binding energy referred to above, and 
Eg is the energy of the incident gamma ray. After the elec-
tron is ejected from the atom, an electron from an outer shell 
will fill the vacancy left by the ejected electron causing the 
emission of an X-ray or Auger electron. 
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At higher energies Compton scattering becomes important. 
This is the process whereby a photon interacts with an elec-
tron that is essentially free by transfering part of its 
energy to the electron and scattering in such a way as to con-
serve energy and momentum. The energy Es of the scattered 
gamma ray is given by 
Eg 
Es = .. t--=-+-E""g-(7'!1=----c-o-s--,:Q~) 
equation 2 
mc2 
where Eg is the energy of the incident gamma ray and Q is 
the angle that the scattered gamma ray makes with the direc-
tion of the incident gamma ray. Maximum energy transfer to 
the electron occurs when 8 = 'TT • For this value of Q the 
energy of the backscattered photon is given by 
Eg 
Ebs = 1 + 2 Eg 
mer 
equation 3 
and the maximum energy transferred to the electron is given by 
Ec = E -g 1 + ~ 
tiiCZ 
• equation 4 
The minimum energy transfer occurs as 9 goes to zero. The 
probability is greatest for large and small angle scattering 
while it is least for scattering at 9 = 90 degrees. 
When the detector is a Nal crystal containing thallium 
ions as an activator, the electrons which have received 
energy through photoelectric absorption or Compton scattering 
excite electron hole formation in the valence band. Due to 
----·----
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the thallium ions, "there are accessible electronic energy 
levels called luminescence centers in the normally forbidden 
region between the conduction and valence bands. Transitions 
from the conduction band through these luminescence centers 
is then possible with resulting emission of light photons. 
The decay time of the light pulse in the crystal is longer 
than the interaction time of the gamma ray. Consequently a 
gamma ray may be scattered several times, photoelectrically 
absorbed, and may have the following X-ray emitted and ab-
sorbed before the light pulse decays. Thus the intensity of 
the light produced in the crystal in this manner is propor-
tional to the energy which the gamma ray loses in the crystal. 
A photomultiplier tube is optically coupled to the Nai 
crystal. After the pulse of light is produced in the crystal 
it is reflected to strike the active surface of the phototube. 
Electrons are ejected from this surface in proportion to the 
intensity of the light pulse. These electrons are multiplied 
through several stages. The result is that a voltage pulse 
is created at the output of the phototube which is proportion-
al to the energy lost by the gamma ray in the crystal. 
The preamplifier and linear amplifier amplify and trans-
mit the voltage pulse to a multichannel analyzer. The multi-
channel analyzer may have 400 channels or memory locations. 
If the maximum voltage pulse that it can receive is 10 volts 
then each channel is 10/400 = 0.025 volts wide. The function 
of the multichannel analyzer is to record and store in a memory 
' I --
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the number of voltage pulses that are received according to 
their magnitudes. Thus the analyzer will store in channel 1 
the number of pulses received that lie between 0.000 and 0.025 
volts, in channel 2 all those between 0.025 and 0.050 volts, 
and in channel i the number of voltage pulses received be-
tween Vi and Vi + 0.025 volts. Vi is given by 
Vi= (i - 1) (0.025), 1 = 1, ••• ,400 
The result of all these effects is that when monoenergetic 
gamma rays strike a Nai crystal coupled to the electronic 
system mentioned above, a distribution called a response 
function is formed in the multichannel analyzer. This re-
sponse function consists of the number of counts in a channel 
versus channel number. A typical response function is shown 
in Figure 1. The response function consists of two parts for 
energies less than 1.02 MeV. The higher energy portion con-
sists of the photopeak or full energy loss peak and the iodine 
escape peak if this is resolved from the photopeak. These 
peaks are nearly Gaussian in shape with some deviation at the 
low energy side ctue to the escape peak. The photopeak ob-
viously results from those gamma rays which lose all of their 
energy in the crystal. The channel number of the center of 
this peak is proportional to the energy of the monoenergetic 
gamma rays that struck the crystal. The iodine escape peak 
results from those gamma rays that transferred all of their 
energy to electrons in the detector by undergoing photoelectric 
absorption. The iodine X-ray that followed the emission of 
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Figure 1. A typical monoenergetic response func~ion of a Nal crystal to a 1 MeV 
gamma ray. 
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the electron, however, escaped from the crystal. From equation 
1 the energy of the ce~ter of this peak is 
where here Bb is the binding energy of the K electron in 
iodine. 
The second feature of the response function of mono-
energetic gamma rays is a broad hump called the Compton con-
tinuum which is lower in energy than the photopeak. The 
voltage pulses that are counted in this region are due to 
those gamma rays which are Compton scattered with the scattered 
photons escaping from the crystal so that only a part of their 
energy is lost in the crystal. The maximum energy transferred 
to an electron in the crystal through the Compton effect is as 
we have seen in equation 4 
• 
Thus counts due to Compton scattering occur in channels pro-
portional to Ec, the Compton edge, down to channel 1. For some 
experimental geometries there is a small peak in the Compton 
continuum due to gamma rays that scatter through 180 degrees 
in matter surrounding the crystal. These backscattered rays 
ate then detected by the crystal. The energy of this peak is 
given by equation 3 
Bg 
1+~ 
mc2 
____ i
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Prior to the work of Reynolds (13) and others (14, 15, 
16, 17), the accepted method of determining gamma-ray relative 
intensities using a scintillation method was the spectrum 
peeling method. In this method the response function of the 
highest energy gamma ray was fitted to the highest energy 
photopeak in.the composite spectrum. The counts due to this 
gamma ray were then subtracted from all channels and the pro-
cedure was repeated for the second highest energy photopeak. 
This procedure was continued until all of the response func-
tions were subtracted. The intensity of each gamma ray is 
proportional to the area under the photopeak in the fitted re-
sponse function. Girgis et !!· (18) and West and Johnston 
(19) have described this method. The two disadvantages of 
this method are that first it cannot be a-pplied well if there 
are several overlapping peaks and second the errors tend to 
accumulate as the peeling continues so that the last intensi-
ties have larger errors. 
The following paragraphs describe the approach to measur-
1ng relative intensities developed by Reynolds (13), Salmon. 
(14), Trombka (15, 16), and Heath (17). The development be-
low follows that of Trombka (14, 15) and relies on the fact · 
that the complex spectrum is merely a linear combination of 
response functions due to the presence of gamma rays of vari-
ous energies •. The number of counts in the photopeak of each 
of these monoenergetic response functions is related in the 
_l 
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following way to the intensity of the gamma ray giving rise 
to the response function. 
where 
N = I t w -udnE p pn n 4lf e n n equation 5 
= In t 4~ Fn 
Npn = the number of counts in the photo peak of gamma ray 
n with energy ~ 
In = the number of 
second 
gamma rays of energy ~ emitted per 
t = the time the crystal is exposed to the source 
W = the solid angle subtended by the crystal divided 
411' by the total solid angle 
e-udn = Fraction of the gamma rays of energy Hn that are 
not scattered out of the beam or absorbed before 
reaching the Nai crystal 
En = Total number of counts detected· in the monoener-
getic spectrum divided by the total number of gamma 
rays of energy Hn which are incident upon the scin-
tillation crystal 
Number of counts detected in the photopeak and 
iodine escape peak divided by the total number of 
counts detected for a gamma ray of energy ~ 
F = e-udn E p 
n n n • 
The relative intensity of two gamma rays of energy ~ and Hm 
is given by 
equation 6 
since the solid angle subtended by the crystal and the time 
observed are the same for all .gamma rays and thus cancel out. 
~ " ·...:-,- -. • ; ..... # 
The problem ·of determining relative· intensities Is the p~~l;>lem , 
of determining Npn The e-udn may be determined by looki~g 
Npm 
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up the absorption coefficients in the appropriate tables (20, 
21). The En may be obtained from a list by Vegors ll !!· 
(22). Pn must be determined experimentally for the source 
to crystal distance of a given experiment under conditions of 
negligible scattering. 
Trombka (15, 16) uses the photopeak area as a measure 
of the gamma-ray intensity since under his experimental condi-
tions there are expected to be spurious counts due to scatter-
ing. Thus the photopeak should be the least distorted part 
of the spectrum because any scattered pulses would be de-
graded in en·ergy and appear at a lower energy portion of the 
spectrum. This procedure is also u·seful if it is desired to 
set the discriminator on the multichannel analyzer so that 
all pulses below a certain cutoff voltage are ignored. 
Nnn · In order to determine ~ the response function of a Nai 
pm 
crystal to a source with gamma rays of p different energies is 
recorded in a 400 channel multichannel analyzer. Let this com-
posite spectrum be represented by 
Ri, i = 1, ••• ,400 
where Ri is the total number of counts in· channel i due to all 
p gamma rays. Let 
Aint i = 1, ••• ,400, n = l, ••• ,p 
be the number of counts in channel i in the normalized re-
sponse function of a monoenergetic gamma ray of energy lin· 
The response function is normalized so that the area under 
---.....,-_...,.-,,.------- ~---- -· ----------
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the photopeak is unity. The area under the photopeak is de-
fined in this method to be the area under a Gaussian curve 
fitted to the high energy side of the photopeak. If the 
iodine escape peak is resolved its area is added to that of 
the photopeak. Let 
Bn, n = l, ••• ,p 
be the area under the corresponding photopeak in the complex 
spectrum attributable to a gamma ray of energy Hn as deter-
mined by a linear least squares adjustment. Thus 
Bn = Npn 
according to our previous definition. Let 
xi, i = 1, ••• ,400 
be the independent, random error in channel i due to statisti-
cal fluctuations in Ri• We assume here that the Ain are known 
such that their fluctuations are small compared with those of 
Ri. We therefore have 
R· 1. 
p 
= ~ Ain Bn +Xi 
n=l 
equation 7 
Assuming that the error Xi is random, the probability Pi that 
the error Xi is between X· 1. and Xi + dXi is given by 
1 -(Xi2) p. 
= ~ 211Si e 2s·2 dX. 1. 1. 1. 
where si is the standard deviation in the number of counts in 
- --~.~· -------
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channel i due to random fluctuations in Ri• Let P be the 
probability that 400 errors will be observed such that x1 
lies between X1 and x1 + dX1 , while x2 lies between X2 and 
X2 + dX2 , ••• ,X400 lies between x400 and x400 + dX400 • Thus 
we have 
400 
p = n Pi 
i=l 
= 
400 x· 
e -.6 !.(..2:.)2 2 s· i=l 1 
400 dXi TT 
i=l ~21fSi 
since the error in each channel is independent, the dXi are 
arbitrary and the si are fixed. The principle of maximum 
likelihood (23) asserts that the best possible values of the 
Bn are those which maximize P. This can be understood for the 
following reason. P is a function of the Bn, and values of 
Bn which make P negligibly small would not be expected to give 
rise to the measured errors after making only one observation. 
It is expected that the values of the errors which were ob-
served in one measurement were observed because their prob-
ability of occurrence was high. P will be a maximum when 
400 
.6 
i=l 
is a minimum since the si are fixed and the dXi are arbitrary. 
We can omit the 2 in the denominator since a constant multiple 
has no effect on the minimizing process. We are lead to mini-
mizing the quantity 
T 
where 
w. -~ 
1 
since 
400 (R. 
= ~ 1 
i=1 
400 
= ~ wi(Ri 
i=1 
1 1 
=T 
1 
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p 
B )2 
-
~ A in n=1 n 
s .2 
1 
equation 8 
Thus the criterion for an acceptable set of Bn is that the 
weighted sum of the squares of the errors in each channel be-
tween the observed and computed composite spectrum must be a 
minimum. The weights have the effect of normalizing the ob-
served deviations, Xi,- in each channel by the standard devia-
tion of the counts, Ri, in each channel so that only signifi-
cant departures from the expected deviations, Ri, contribute 
to T. The minimum value of T will occur for those values of 
Bn for which 
~T = 0, k = l, ••• ,p • 
c)Bk equation 9 
Setting the computed partial derivatives equal to zero we are 
led to a set of normal equations. 
400 p 
~ w.(R. - ~ Ain Bn)Aik = O, k = l, ••• ,p 
i=l 1 1 n=l 
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Let A~i = Aik where the T superscript stands for transpose. 
Thus we have 
400 T 
2: Ak. 
i=l l. 
W• R- -l. l. k = 1' ••• 'p. 
We rewrite this expression in matrix notation where capital 
letters stand for matrices. 
A is a (400 X p) matrix of the Ain with each column 
being a monoenergetic response function 
AT is the transpose of A 
W is a (400 X 400) diagonal matrix with the wi on the 
diagonal 
B is a (p X 1) vector of the Bn 
R is a (400 X 1) vector of the Ri • 
In matrix notation we have 
ATWR-ATWAB=O 
(AT W A) B =AT W R 
B = (AT W A) -l AT W R equation 10 
for AT W A nonsingular. Thus to solve for B all one needs to 
do is to take the inverse of the matrix product AT W A and 
multiply that times the matrix product AT W R. Having com-
puted the Bn the relative intensities may be calculated by 
substituting the Bn = Npn in equation 6. These calculations 
may be programed for a computer. 
Here we depart from the method of development of Trombka 
(16, 17) in order to determine an estimate of the variances 
and covariances of the Bn. The approach given here is due to 
Scheffe (24). We continue to assume that the error x1 is 
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random and due to the fluctuations in Ri and thus that the 
fluctuations in the Ain are much smaller than the fluctuations 
in Ri. We define the following quantities. 
E(Ri) is the expected value of the random variable Ri 
(
E(Rl) ) 
• 
E(R) = . 
ECR4oo) 
E(R) is the expected value of the matrix R defined above. 
Cov(R·1·, RJ.) = E((R·- E(R·)) (R.- E(R.))) 1 1 J J 
(VR)ij = (Cov (Ri, Rj))ij is the i,j element of 
the covariance matrix, VR, for R. VR is 
a (400X400) diagonal matrix. 
VR = E((R - E(R)) (R - E(R))T) 
Thus the covariance matrix, VR, has the variance of the Ri on 
the diagonal and zero for the off diagonal elements since the 
fluctuations in each channel are assumed to be independent of 
those in any other channel. 
We now show that if 
B = C R 
where B and R are as before and c = (AT W A) .. 1 AT w is assumed 
to be known without error (E(C) = C) then 
VB = C VR cT 
where VB is the (20X20) covariance matrix for B with the vari-
ances of the Bn on the diagonal and the covariances on the off 
diagonal positions. By definition 
but 
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VB = E( (B - E(B)) (B - E(B) )T) 
E(B)·= C E(R) 
since C is known without error. Thus 
since 
and 
VB = E((C R - C E(R))(C R - C B(R))T) 
= E(C (R - E(R))(C (R - E(R)))T) 
= C E((R - E(R)(R - E(R))T) cT 
E(C) = C 
(C (R - E(R)))T = (R - E(R))T CT 
therefore VB = C VR CT 
Now (VR) ·• = R· & •• = _LSij = cw-l)iJ. since W W-l = I. 
l.J l. l.J wi 
Since W is diagonal, W = WT 
Thus VB = (AT W A)-l AT W w-l ((AT W A)-l AT W)T 
= (AT W A)-l AT I WT (AT)T((AT W A)-l)T 
= (AT W A)-l AT W A (AT W A)-l 
= (AT W A)-l 
since AT W A and thus (AT W A)-l is symmetric. Thus the 
variances of the Bn appear on the diagonal of the matrix 
(AT W A)-l which was computed and used in equation 10 to com-
pute the Bn. The covariance of Bi and Bj appears in the i, j 
position on this matrix where i is not equal to j. 
Actually Scheffe (24) shows that it is possible to im-
prove the estimation of the error in the Bn in the following 
way. If we had assumed that the weights for determining the 
minimum of T as given by equation 8 were 
21 
1 1 
w~ = - w· 1. m 1 
where here m is an arbitrary constant to be determined, the m 
would have canceled out when the partial derivatives !~k were 
set equal to zero in equation 9. Hence multiplying the 
weights by a constant does not alter the fitting procedure to 
determine the'Bn. In determining the covariance matrix VB 
however we would now have 
Scheffe (24) shows that 
400 Wi 
m = ~ 
i=l 
an unbiased estimate of m is given by 
p 
(Ri - ~=l Ain Bn)2 equation 11 
400 - p 
The best estimate of the covariance matrix VB is then 
VB 
400 
= z 
i=l 
w· 1 
p 
(Ri - Z 
n=l 
400 - p 
Ain Bn)2 
(AT W A)-l 
equation 12 
The quantity m can be used as a figure of merit to deter-
mine how well the computed composite spectrum equals the ob-
served composite spectrum. Moore (25) argues that under the 
assumption that the Wi are the known reciprocals of the var~­
ances of the Ri, that the Ri are normally or Gaussian dis-
tributed, and that the Bn are estimated by using the least 
square estimate above then 
has a chi-square distribution. This implies that at least 
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fifty percent of the time one would expect T to be less than 
or equal to the number .of degrees of freedom 400 - p. Thus 
the expected value of m is one. If m is considerably more 
than one it is likely that errors are occurring other than 
those due to statistical fluctuations in Ri• 
The method described above avoids the difficulties pre-
sented by the spectrum stripping method. The accuracy asso-
ciated with the measurement of a low energy gamma ray is im-
proved. In the spectrum stripping method one subtracts the 
response function of the highest energy gamma ray from the 
composite spectrum and then repeats the procedure for the 
next lowest gamma ray in energy. Each time the subtraction is 
performed some error is made. This error tends to accumulate 
so that the lowest energy lines usually have the largest error. 
In the least squares scintillation procedure· all gamma rays 
have their response functions fitted simultaneously and the 
accuracy of the intensity of a gamma ray of a given energy is 
just limited by the statistical fluctuations in the counts in 
its peak in the composite spectrum. Since the calculations 
are done on a computer, a composite spectrum can be analyzed 
much more quickly by this method than by the spectrum stripping 
method. Overlapping peaks can be readily handled by this ap-
proach so long as their gamma rays are not too weak. Finally 
this method permits the calculation of an estimate of the 
error in the Bn· 
Trombka (15, 16) and Heath (17) have devised interpolation 
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procedures to generate monoenergetic response functions Ain 
for gamma rays of any energy. Because of the difficulty in 
obtaining monoenergetic gamma emitters that are long lived, 
it is necessary to interpolate over fairly large energy re-
gions with a subsequent increase in the error in a response 
function. 
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THE LEAST SQUARES SCINTILLATION TECHNIQUE 
USING A BENT-CRYSTAL MONOCHROMATOR 
The method proposed here is basically an extension of the 
scintillation method due to Reynolds (13), Salmon (14), Trombka 
(15, 16) and Heath (17), described in the previous chapter. 
-
In this method a bent-crystal spectrometer is used as a gamma-
ray monochromator to diffract the various gamma rays according 
to their energies. It is then possible to expose the Nai 
crystal to gamma rays of one energy only and to measure their 
response functions. This procedure eliminates the need for 
interpolating to obtain response functions as was done pre-
viously as well as eliminating the need for certain corrections 
necessary in the diffraction method. In this chapter the 
theory of the bent crystal spectrometer will be briefly re-
viewed, and the changes required in the development of the 
least squares method as given in the previous chapter will be 
presented. 
The theory of the bent crystal spectrometer has been 
described by DuMond (26, 27, 28) and others (9, 29). Essen-
tially the bent crystal spectrometer consists of three com-
ponents: a source, a curved germanium, quartz or other dif-
fraction crystal, and a collimator-detector system, see 
Figure 2. The crystal is bent so that its radius of curvature 
is the diameter R of the focal circle. The bending has the 
following effect. If one were to extend the diffracting planes 
~- __ 'nr ____ _ 
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Figure 2. A schematic drawing of a bent-crystal spectro-
meter. 
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of the crystal, they would intersect the focal circle at the 
point on the focal circ~e opposite the crystal on the diameter 
R. Dumond (26) shows that if a source is placed on the focal 
circle at the point S such that the Bragg condition, 
nA= 2d sin Q, n = 1,2, ••• , is satisfied, the diffracted 
gamma rays will appear to come from a virtual image on the 
focal circle which is a reflection of the source position 
through the diameter R. In the Bragg equation n is the order 
of the reflection, A is the wavelength of the gamma ray, d is 
the spacing of the diffracting planes, and Q is the angle be-
tween the gamma ray and the diffracting planes in the crystal. 
The collimator consists of many closely spaced lead 
sheets tapered such that a projection of the plates would in-
tersect the focal circle at the virtual image. The collimator 
is needed to shield the Nai detector, which is immediately be-
hind it, from the gamma rays of the direct beam. The colli-
mator serves another useful purpose. Figure 2 shows an ex-
aggerated separation between the plates for the purpose of il-
lustration. In reality the plates are very closely spaced. A 
gamma ray which is Compton scattered from one of these plates 
has a very small probability of passing through the collima-
tor to the crystal without intersecting another plate and thus 
being further scattered and absorbed. The result is that when 
the source, crystal, and collimator-detector geometry is such 
that 
I 
!-
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n l = 2 d sin Q, n = 1, 2 , • • • , 
and the collimator poin.ts at the virtual image, gamma rays of 
essentially one energy strike the crystal. 
Since it is now possible to measure the monoenergetic re-
sponse functions, 
Aint i = 1, ••• ,400, n = l, ••• ,p, 
the necessity for devising an interpolation technique to gen-
erate them is eliminated. Furthermore, it is found in chapter 
4 that there are a negligible number of scattered gamma rays 
reaching the crystal. Thus it is more accurate to normalize 
these monoenergetic response functions such that their total 
area is unity. This procedure eliminates the need for fitting 
a Gaussian to the photopeak of the response function. The 
process of fitting a Gaussian to the photopeak is a somewhat 
subjective operation. A decision must be made concerning ex-
actly how many points will be chosen for the fitting operation 
and where on the response function these points should be taken. 
The problem is complicated by the fact that the peaks become 
broader as the energy of the gamma ray increases. If a fitted 
Gaussian which does not match the experimental curve exactly 
is used as a measure of the area under the photopeak, then 
there will be a corresponding error in the determination of 
the relative intensities. For this reason it was decided to 
measure the monoenergetic response function, add up the number 
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of counts in each channel, and then divide the number of counts 
in each channel by the ·total number of counts. This procedure 
will normalize the area under the monoenergetic spectrum to 
unity. 
We now have the following relationship between the total 
number of counts detected and the intensity of a monoenergetic 
gamma ray. This compares with equation 5. 
where 
N = I t ~ -udn 
n n 4W e En equation 13 
= the total number of gamma rays of energy Hn detected 
in time t 
In = the number of gamma rays of energy Hn emitted per 
second 
t = the time that the crystal is exposed to the source 
~-=the fraction of the total solid angle subtended 
by the crystal 
e-udn = the fraction of gamma rays in the beam not scattered 
or absorbed 
the number of counts produced in the analyzer di-
vided by the total number of gamma rays that struck 
the face of the crystal. 
The relative intensity of two gamma rays is given by 
• equation 14 
The photopeak to total ratio that appeared in equation 5 is 
not needed here if the total number of counts in a monoener-
getic spectrum is used as the measure of the intensity. If 
i-
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however the lower level discriminator is set to suppress the 
counts of lower energy, a factor similar to P, which would 
give the curve to total ratio, would have to be determined 
for each gamma ray and included. 
The problem now reduces to determining Nn, n = l, ••• ,p. 
The derivation presented in the previous chapter for deter-
mining the minimum value of the quantity given by equation 8 
may be taken over exactly as presented if we now identify the 
Bn, n = l, ••• ,p with the total area under the complex spectrum 
attributable to a gamma ray of energy Hn· 
Thus we have, using the same notation as before, from 
equations 10 and 12 
B = (AT W A)-l AT W R 
400 p 
Bn)2 VB = l: Wi (R· - z A in 1 n=l i=l 400 
- p 
Bn = Nn • 
The relative intensities may be calculated by substituting 
these values of Nn into equation 14. 
In the energy region below 600 k.eV this procedure utilizes 
the better features of the method developed by Reynolds (13) 
and others (14, 15, 16, 17). It eliminates any errors that 
might have been due to the use of incorrectly calculated re-
sponse functions. As will be described in chapter 4, the dis-
I I 
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tance from the source to the Nai crystal is 261 centimeters in 
the present work. This contrasts with the source to crystal 
distance of 10 centimeters used in the work by Trombka (15, 
16) and Heath (17). For a source to crystal distance of 261 
centimeters there is an increase over that obtained at closer 
distances in the number of counts detected in the photopeak 
to the total number of counts detected. This is due to the 
fact almost all of the gamma rays which strike the crystal 
are going essentially parallel to the axis of the crystal and 
thus have a high probability of losing all of their energy in 
the crystal. Further the collimator effectively screens the 
-crystal from those gamma rays which have been scattered. The 
reduction of the Compton continuum of a gamma ray of a given 
energy means that the background is less for the lower energy 
gamma rays. It therefore is possible to get a better signal 
to noise ratio with a subsequent improvement in accuracy. 
The present method eliminates several corrections re-
quired in the crystal diffraction method of measuring gamma 
intensities. The correction for the energy dependent re-
flectivity of the crystal is eliminated because the diffrac-
tion crystal is not used in the recording of the composite 
spectrum. Since the intense source is not used for determin-
ing the composite spectrum there is no need to make the un-
certain correction for self absorption in the source and the 
source container. Finally the correction for the half life of 
the isotope is not necessary. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
This chapter will describe the experimental conditions 
under which the data was taken. The equipment that was used 
will be discussed and the experimental techniques employed 
will be presented. The equipment used consisted of a bent-
crystal spectrometer, a linear amplifier, a voltage stabilizer, 
and a 400-channel analyzer. 
The bent-crystal spectrometer used here is patterned 
after the one described by Seppi et !l· (29). It consists of 
three main components: a lead shielded source holder, a curved 
germanium crystal unit coupled to the sine screw assembly, and 
the collimator-detector assembly which rides on a curved track, 
see Figure 3. In this spectrometer the source holder remains 
fixed and the collimator-detector assembly moves so as to main-
tain the Bragg condition. Two types of source holders were 
designed and built as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Essentially, 
the source holder consists of a device to hold a one inch long 
quartz capillary tube containing a one curie source in a verti-
cal position. The source is positioned 2 meters from the dif-
fraction crystal or 2.61 meters from the Nai detector. Sur-
rounding the source holder is a 5 inch lead shield to absorb 
the gamma radiation permitting free movement of personnel near 
the intense source. 
The diffraction crystal unit consists of a germanium 
crystal mounted on a post in such a way that the crystal can 
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Figure 3. A line drawing of a bent-crystal spectrometer. 
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rotate about a vertical axis through its center. A rigid arm 
is attached to the crystal mount and is coupled to a precision 
screw mechanism. The crystal itself is a 3 by 2 3/4 inches by 
1 1/2 millimeters thick single crystal of germanium. The 
crystal is cut so that the (400) planes are used in the dif-
fraction. The crystal is polished and then clamped between 
two steel clamping blocks cut so that the crystal is bent to 
a 2 meter radius as described by DuMond (26). The crystal is 
mounted so that in the zero position the arm which leads to 
the presion screw is at right angles to the precision screw. 
The crystal is caused to rotate by turning the precision lead 
scr~w. The arm is constrained to move as the screw is turned, 
rotating the crystal. It is then possible to relate the number 
of turns of the screw or the linear distance the arm has moved 
to the sine of the angle through which the crystal has rotated. 
This characteristic has led to the name of the sine screw mech-
anism being given to the precision screw and its mounting. 
Seppi ~ !!· (29) give a description of the operation of the 
sine screw mechanism. 
The collimator-detector system rests on a platform that 
is constrained to rotate on a curved track whose center is the 
axis of rotation of the germanium crystal. The collimator 
consists of 30 lead plates 0.040 inches thick. The plates are 
0.056 inches apart near the Nai crystal and 0.040 inches apart 
near the germanium crystal. If the plates of the collimator 
were extended they would intersect on the focal circle. Im-
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mediately behind the collimator is a Harshaw Integral Line 
Assembly. This unit,which consists of a 3X3 inch Nai(Tl) 
crystal and a photomultiplier tube.was hand picked for optimum 
resolution. Behind the Integral Line Assembly is an RIDL 
~1odel 10-17 transistorized preamplifier. The collimator-
detector system is electrically coupled by a Selsyn generator 
and motor to the precision lead screw. When the crystal turns 
through an angle 9 the collimator-detector system turns through 
an angle 2 9. It can be seen from Figure 2 that this is pre-
cisely the relationship which must exist if diffraction is to 
be observed as described earlier. The only function of the 
spectrometer in this experiment is to serve as a gamma ray 
monochromator so that the crystal may be exposed to mono-
energetic gamma rays and the monoenergetic spectrum may be re-
corded. 
The electronic components are connected to a Stabiline 
voltage regulator which corrects for fluctuations in the line 
\01 tage. An RIDL Model 30-19 linear amplifier was used to am-
plify the voltage pulses from the preamplifier. A Cosmic 
Radiation spectrastat was used to provide the high voltage 
power. The multichannel analyzer was the RIDL Model 34-12B 
which has 400 channels. Output from the analyzer was in the 
form of punched paper tape. This tape was converted to IBM 
punched cards by an IBM tape to card converter. The experi-
mental setup described above made it possible ·to take large 
II---~.,.-------
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quantities of data quickly and efficiently. 
The sources used in the experiment were of two types: a 
line source with an activity of about 0.2 curies was used to 
obtain the response functions of the monoenergetic gamma rays; 
and a weak, 1 millicurie source was used for the measurement 
of the composite gamma-ray spectrum. The strong source was 
obtained by filling a one inch long quartz capillary with 1.8 
milligrams of Yb 168 enriched to 19.5%. The capillary had an 
inside diameter of .004 inches and an outside diameter of .040 
inches. The Yb was in the chemical form Yb2o3 • The source 
was irradiated in the reactor at the Argonne National Labora-
tory in a neutron flux of 1013 n/cm2 for a period of two weeks. 
At the time of its arrival its activity was approximately one 
curie, but at the time the final measurements were taken its 
activity was down to about .2 curies. This strong line source 
was used to obtain the monoenergetic response functions of the 
Nai crystal. 
The source described above wa$ not used to obtain the com-
posite spectrum for several reasons. In the first place the 
source is too intense to expose the crystal to the direct 
beam. In the second place our method of determining gamma ray 
relative intensities seeks to avoid the corrections for the 
self absorption in the source and the source holder. Finally 
the gamma rays which would be backscattered in the dense shield 
behind the source would reach the crystal and produce back-
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scatter peaks which are not present in the monoenergetic spec-
trum. They are not present in the monoenergetic spectrum since 
gamma rays that are backscattered are much lower in energy and 
would not satisfy the same focussing or Bragg condition as the 
original gamma ray. Thus a source, crystal, detector-collima-
tor geometry which would accept the original gamma ray will 
not accept tl;le scattered gamma ray. From these considerations 
it is apparent that it is important to minimize the amount 
of mass immediately behind the source in order to minimize 
the backscattering in the complex spectrum. 
For these reasons it was decided to use a second weaker 
source to record the complex spectrum. The weak source was 
made by machining a brass ring 1 3/4 inches in diameter and 
3/16 inches high. A piece of aluminized mylar 0.00025 inches 
thick was creased to produce a line. The mylar sheet was then 
glued to the brass ring with an epoxy base resin. Two drops 
of cement were placed one inch apart on the crease to define 
the ends of the line source. The Yb2o3,which had been irradi-
ated for the same length of time as the strong source,was 
taken into solution with dilute HCl. The liquid was evaporated 
to dryness and a known volume of distilled water to which·a 
wetting agent had been mixed was added. One drop of the solu-
tion containing 1 millicurie of Yb 169 was then deposited in 
the center of the fold on the aluminized side of the mylar. 
It was found that the source adhered better to the aluminized 
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mylar than to the plain mylar. The drop was then spread out 
to fill the crease made previously. The wetting agent assisted 
the liquid in spreading out uniformly. The two spots of glue 
defined the ends of the source such that a one inch line SQUXCe 
was produced centered in the brass ring. A 0.00025 inch thick 
piece of plain mylar was then glued to the other side of the 
brass ring making a completely sealed source with an extremely 
thin backing. The brass ring was then mounted in the lucite 
ring holder as is indicated in Figure 6. The source was placed 
on the focal circle at the same distance from the detector as 
the strong source. For the recording of the composite 
spectrum the diffraction crystal was removed and the collimator-
detector was rotated until maximum intensity Was observed.. The 
collimator was left in place since itwas effective in reducing 
scattering. 
The data was taken in the following manner. The curved 
germanium diffraction crystal was removed and the weak source 
was placed in position. The collimator-detector system was 
then--rotated until a maximum in intensity was obtained. The 
composite spectrum of the Nai detector was then recorded in 
the multichannel analyzer in this_ position. Following the 
measurement of the composite spectrum, the collimator and de-
tector were rotated until the background counting rate was 
reached. A background reading was then taken. Following the 
background measurement the weak source was removed and the 
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Figure 6. Line source and source holder used to measure 
composite spectrum. 
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germanium diffraction crystal was replaced. The spectrometer 
was then adjusted until a maximum in intensity was noted for 
a gamma ray of a given energy. The spectrometer was then set 
at the screw division reading corresponding to this maximum 
and the monoenergetic response function of the Nai crystal 
was recorded in the multichannel analyzer. Figure 7 shows 
the order of appearance of the various orders of the several 
lines in the Tm 169 spectra and the points where the mono-
energetic response functions were measured. After the mono-
energetic response functions were measured, the precision 
screw was turned several revolutions; and avoiding neighbor-
ing lines, the background was measured. This was done on both 
sides of the screw division setting where the response func-
tion was measured. 
This technique of measuring background is very effective 
since a very slight movement of the screw is needed to reach 
background counting rates. Because the detector carriage has 
moved very slightly the geometry is essentially the same as it 
was before, and the same scattered radiation from the room 
should be detected as when the response functions were taken. 
It is therefore possible to obtain accurate background read-
ings and hence to eliminate the effect of the background from 
the response functions. In measuring the first order 130.53 
keV monoenergetic spectrum an interesting effect occurred. A 
second order 261.0 keV peak appeared in the spectrum and clid 
not appear in the background. It was no problem to eliminate 
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• 1ST ORDER 130.53 AND 2ND ORDER 261.0 
• I ST ORDER 118.20 
• I ST ORDER 109.78 
2 NO ORDER 197.97 
• I ST ORDER 93.60 
2 NO ORDER 177.24 
3 RD ORDER 197.97 2 NO ORDER 130.53 
I ST ORDER 63.12 
Tm K~2 AND 2 NO ORDER 118.20 AND 3RD ORDER 177.24 
TmK,931 
2 NO OR,DER 109.78 
Yb Ka1 
TmKal Yb Ka2 
TmKa2 
2 NO ORDER 93.60 
3 RD ORDER 130.53 
3 RD ORDER 109.78 
2 NO ORDER 63.12 
Screw division settings for a germanium bent-
crystal spectrometer corresponding to the vari-
ous orders of gamma and X-rays of Tm 169 follow-
ing electron capture from Yb 169. * indicates 
screw division settings for measurement of mono-
energetic response functions. 
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the peak by setting the value of the monoenergetic spectrum 
and the background equat to zero for those multichannel 
analyzer channels lligher in energy than the photopeak of the 
130.53 keV line. This procedure is generally possible since 
photopeaks due to higher order diffraction of gamma rays of 
greater energy will always appear in channels higher in en-
ergy than the photcpeak of interest. 
Using the tables of Grodstein (20) and McGinnies (21), 
corrections to the relative intensities obtained from the com-
posite spectrum were made for scattering and absorption in 
the air path between the source and crystal as well as for 
absorption in the aluminum cap on the Nai crystal. It was 
found that corrections due to absorption in the 0.00025 inch 
mylar covering on the weak source were negligible. The ef-
ficiencies of the Nal crystal were determined from tables by 
Vegors ~ al. (22) and Bell ~ al. (30). The listing by 
Vegors et al. ('22) gives the efficiencies for point, disc, 
ann line sources for a var.ie ty of source to detector distances. 
It was found that at 10 centimeters source to crystal distance 
the relative efficiencies in the energy region 50-600 keV did 
not differ by more than .5% whether or not the figures for 
the line or point source were used. It is expected that at 
261 centimeters the difference would be even less. Using the 
two sets of efficiencies for a point source (21, 30) it was 
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possible to determine the way in which the efficiencies for a 
given energy were changing as a function of source to crystal 
distance. From this information it was possible to interpolate 
graphically and thus determine the efficiencies as a function 
of energy at a source to detector distance of 261 centimeters. 
It was estimated that the uncertainties in the Nai detector 
efficiencies were about 1%. The total error due to all cor-
rections was estimated to be 1.5% for the Tm 169 gamma-ray 
relative intensities. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The. relative intensities of the Tm 169 gam:ma rays 
emitted following electron capture from Yb 169 are presented 
in Table 1. These intensities were determined by a weighted 
average of the three sets of data for which the fit para-
·meter m from equation 11 was less than two. The values of 
the weights used in computing the average value of the rela-
tive intensities of each of the gamma rays were the recipro-
cals of the squares of the estimated errors in the relative 
intensities for each measurement. Recent measurements of 
the relative intensities of the same gamma rays by Alexander 
and Boehm (12) and also by Grabowski et al. (31) are dis-
played for comparison. The measurements of Alexander and 
Boehm (12) and also those of Grabowski et !!· (31) were ob-
tained by measuring the intensities of the diffracted line 
profiles from bent-crystal spectrometers. The Tm 169 measure-
ments by Alexander and Boehm (12) are thought to be the most 
accurate relative intensity determinations which have been 
obtained for this isotope with a bent-crystal spectrometer. 
Their method is, of course, quite different from the present 
method in which the intensities are obtained by unfolding 
the composite pulse height distribution from the Nai detec-
tor using the response functions obtained from monoenergetic 
gamma rays in the various diffraction peaks. 
Table 1. Relative intensities of Tm 169 gamma rays following electron capture 
from Yb 169 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Energy Rel. in- Standard deviation Ref.a Ref.b R c R2d R e 
keV tensities Total % total Expt. % Bxpt. :!: 5% 1 3 
93.60 7.4 ±-5 ±6 ,t.4 ±5 7.2 6.6 1.03 1.12 1.09 
109.78 47 ± 1 ±3 ±.5 ±1 50 51 .95 .93 1.02 
118.20 5.4 :!;.4 ±8 ±.3 ±6 5.2 4.8 1.04 1.12 1.08 
130.53 32 ± 1 ±3 :!:-3 ±1 31 32 1.02 .99 1.00 
177.24 62 ± 2 ±4 ± 1 ±2 62 58 1.00 1.07 1.07 
197.97 100 :!: 2 ±2 ± 0 ±0 100 100 1.00 1.00 1 
261.00 4.7 ±.6 ±13 t.5 ±12 4.8 4.6 .97 1.01 1.04 
307.70 28 :!: 1 ±4 :!: 1 :!:3 28 31 1.00 .92 .904 
aFrom reference Alexander and Boehm (12). 
bFrom reference Grabowski~!!· (31). 
cRatio of relative intensities of present measurements to those of Alexander 
and Boehm (12). 
dRatio of relative intensities of present measurements to those of Grabowski 
et al. (31). 
--
eRatio of relative intensities of Alexander and Boehm (12) to those of 
Grabowski et al. (31). 
--
.f.l. 
0\ 
I)) 
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The total deviations listed for column 3 for the pres-
ent measurements were obtained by adding a 1.5% systematic 
error (due mainly to the Nal efficiency correction) to the 
standard deviations obtained from three runs. The fourth 
column in the table lists the percentage deviation for the 
tota~ standard deviation in each measurement. The fifth 
and sixth columns give the standard and percent standard 
deviations determined from the three sets of data. 
For comparison purposes the last three columns of the 
table give the ratios of the present measurements to those 
of Alexander and Boehm (12), R1 , the present measurements 
to those of Grabowski et al. (31), R2, and finally the ratios 
Alexander and Boehm's (12) measurements to those of Grabowski 
et al. (31). Figure 8 shows these ratios plotted for visual 
display. It will be noted that the best agreement is ob-
tained for R1• The dashed lines indicate the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the reported errors in the 
present measurements and in those of Alexander and Boehm (12). 
Both R2 and R3 have the same shape except for the 110 keV 
gamma ray. This indicates that the present measurements 
agree with those of Alexander and Boehm (12) that the measure-
ments of Grabowski et al. (31) are either too large or too 
small. 
The accuracy of the present method is very apparent in 
the excellent agreement of these intensities with those of 
Alexander and Boehm (12). All of the values obtained agree 
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within the sum of the square of the errors assigned to each 
measurement. The largest deviation is about 5% for the 
109.78 keV gamma ray, and it is believed that the present 
result is the more accurate one. The agreement with the re-
sults of Grabowski et al. (31) is also reasonably good, al-
--
though they list no errors for their measurements and their 
measurements appear to be less accurate than those of Alex-
ander and Boehm (12). As seen in Figure 8 there does not 
seem to be any systematic correlation with energy of the dif-
ferences for the various sets of measurements. 
It is apparent from Table 1 that the relative intensi-
ties of the 336.5 keV, 240.4 keV, 156.66 keV, 117.25 keV, and 
the 63.12 keV lines were not measured. The first four gamma 
rays are from ten to one hundred times weaker than the weak-
est line in the present measurement. It would be expected 
that only at maximum source strength would there be a possi-
bility of determining the intensities of these lines. At 
the time the present measurements were taken the source was 
not strong enough to permit the determination of these in-
tensities. The 63.12 keV line appears at roughly the same 
place in the composite spectrum as do the Tm 169 X-rays. !he 
combination of these lines forms one large hump. If one were 
to measure the intensity of the 63.12 keV line the intensi-
ties of all of the X-rays would have to be determined also. 
It was not possible to stabilize the electronics sufficiently 
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with the equipment available to allow the time required to 
Measure all of the X-ray response functions and the 63.12 
keV line in addition to the other gamma rays. As it becomes 
possible to stabilize the electronics for long periods of 
tiw.e it should be possible to improve the statistics enough 
to determine the intensities of these lines also. 
Since it was decided to eliminate the contributions to 
the composite spectrum from all X-rays and gamma rays lower 
in energy than the 93.6 0 keV line, it was necessary to normal-
ize on a number of counts less than the total number of 
counts and to compute a curve to total ratio analogous to 
the peak to total ratio of equation 5. This procedure was 
discussed in conjunction with equation 14 of Chapter 3. The 
only gamma ray affected by this calculation was the 93.60 
keV line. Since its iodine escape peak fell below the cutoff 
energy, the curve to total ratio was 5% smaller than the 
others. 
Figure 9 shows two typical monoenergetic response func-
tions used in the determination of the relative intensities. 
The small number of counts in the Compton continuum compared 
to the number in the photopeak is apparent. The present meas-
urements yield a peak to total ratio 10% greater than that 
reported by Heath (32) for the 307.7 keV line. This trend 
continued for the other gamma rays with the present values 
converging to Heath's (32) at lower energies. The reason 
i - --"""""'~----~ 
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Figure 9. Typical monoenergetic response functions for 
307.7 keV and 197.97 keV gamma rays. 
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for this difference is attributed to the greater source to 
detector distance in the present case. Since our source is 
261 em from a 3X3 inch Nai crystal, essentially all of the 
gamma rays that strike the crystal are going parallel to the 
axis of the crystal and thus have a high probability of los-
ing all of their energy in the crystal. The source to crys-
tal distance was 10 em in Heath's (32) work. 
Figure 10 summarizes the entire experiment. The top 
curve which has been displaced 200 counts for clarity is the 
experimentally determined composite spectrum. The next lower 
curve is the- computed composite spectrum. The monoenergetic 
response functions which added together to produce this com-
puted composite spectrum are shown below with dashed lines. 
It is seen that the computed composite spectrum follows the 
experimental composite spectrum very well. The lower portion 
of the figure presents the deviations between the experimental 
composite spectrum and the computed composite spectrum di-
vided by the square root of the number of counts in the ex-
perimental composite spectrum. It is seen that the devia-
tions are purely statistical in nature. A demonstration of 
the power of the method is that the weak 118.20 keV line is 
fitted accurately even though it is swamped by the neighbor-
ing lines. 
Trombka (15, 16) has given standard deviations of about 
10% for his intensity measurements, and Heath's (17) test 
\ 
1. 
Figure 10. 
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case is quoted at around 1%. Alexander and Boehm (12) give 
errors of 5% while Hultberg (2, 3) quotes errors of 5%. It 
is estimated that by improving the stability of the detec-
tion electronics and increasing the source strengths so that 
better counting statistics will be obtained, the present 
method should yield relative intensity measurements accurate 
to at least 3% for gamma rays in those cases for which there 
a.re approximately ten gamma rays or less reasonably separated 
in energy. It is believed that the present method will pro-
vide the most accurate and convenient method for obtaining 
gamma-ray relative intensities for many decay schemes of in-
terest. 
~,....,.-------~~- --
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APPENDIX 
The computer program used to determine the relative in-
tensities of a maximum of 20 gamma rays on a 400 channel 
analyzer is described in this appendix. Basically the pro-
gram is designed to perform the following calculation as 
given by equation 10 
B = (AT W A)-l AT W R 
In order to accomplish this, the program first of all causes 
a parameter card to be read in which sets the size of the A 
matrix and defines certain options. The program then reads 
in the matrices A and R. Next the weight matrix W is deter-
mined. Depending on the value of IW, a parameter read in, 
it will read the weights as data, set them equal to one, or 
compute them. Since the background is subtracted from the 
observed composite spectrum before the fitting begins, the ex-
pected deviation in the number of counts in channel i is 
si = VRt + Rbt , i = 1, •.• ,4oo 
where R. is the measured number of counts in the complex 
1 
spectrum and Rbi is the number of counts of background in 
channel i. Ne have then 
1 
if the weights are computed. 
After determining W the program will either normalize 
the Ain on the photopeak area or the total area depending 
58 
on the value of a parameter, IN. If the normalizing is on 
the photopeak area an Ames Lab library subroutine NLLS is 
used to fit a Gaussian to the leading edge of the photopeak 
after the average background is subtracted. The Ain are 
then divided by the area under the Gaussian. If the normal-
ization is to be on the total area then the average background 
is subtracted, and the number of counts in each channel of 
a monoenergetic spectrum is divided by the total number of 
counts in the monoenergetic spectrum. This is the method cr 
normalization used for the present measurements. 
Following the normalization the matrix product ATWA is 
formed and an Ames Lab library subroutine MATINV is called 
to take its inverse. The inverse is then multiplied times 
the matrix product ATWR. Having determined B the program now 
determines the fit parameter m as defined by equation 11. The 
fit parameter m is then printed out and the product m(ATWA)-1 
is formed and printed out. 
Finally a subroutine COMP is called to compute the rela-
tive intensities by finding the largest Bn and normalizing on 
this intensity. COMP also computes all the corrections and 
the estimated error in the relative intensities. 
The program will print the normalized Ain, the AinBn, 
the Ri, and the ~ AinBn , i = 1, ••• ,400, as desired. 
n 
A test case was run through in which two Gaussians 
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normalized to unity were added channel by channel to form a 
composite spectrum. The peaks of the two Gaussians were 1 
channel apart and each had approximately the same amplitude. 
The program computed the areas under the composite spectrum 
within 0.1%. 
The flow chart and listing of the program follows. The 
first program given is the main program. It is followed by 
a subroutine COMP which calculates the relative intensities 
knowing the En as computed in the main program. Following 
to:r-,·!P is a subroutine NLLS which is used to fit a Gaussian to 
a photopeak if the normalization is on the photopeak area. 
NLLS calls the next subroutine SUBRT as a part of its calcu-
lation. In order to compute the inverse of a matrix the Ames 
Lab Computer Services Group subroutine lv'lATINV is used which 
is not listed. Following the programs a portion of the output 
showing the fit parameter m, m(A'rvvA) -1, and the relative in-
tensities with their standard deviations is given. 
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READ PARAMETER 
CARD 
SUBTRACT BACKGROUND 
NORMALIZE ON 
PHOTOPEAK AREA 
400-P 
± 
CALL COMP. 
COMPUTE Rl 
PRINT 
SUBTRACT BACKGROUND 
NORMALIZE ON 
TOTAL AREA 
Figure 11. Flow chart for computer program. 
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CAROl IA=+.NUMSER OF ROWS 113) 
=-,END OF PROGRAM WITH DUMP 
=- SET W=IDENTITY MATRIX 
IWA=+,- WEIGHTS IN NLLS=l.O 
=-,+ SKIP PRINT 
IN=+,-NORHAL!ZE ON TOTAL AREA 
TITLE IDENTIFICATION OF DATA llOA5l 
CARDS Will OMEGA VECTOR ( OPTIONAL MAY BE CALCULATED) 
REL ·oo4 
REi. 005 
REL 012 
REL 017 
1 
2 
AWR(201 1 B{20l,TITLE!l0),A!(20,20J,WORK1!20),WORK2{20), REL 020 
WORK3120l,WORK4(20l REL 021 
c 
COMMON Al,A,R,W,AWA,CoAI.AWR,B,IA,JA,TITLE,X,P,STDP,Bl,B2,GP2,RI 
l 1 STDEl,VARF2l,NSIGN,GP,GPl,AREA,STDRI,EtSTDE 
PRINT 1101, TITLE 
105 STOP 
C READ IN DATA 
110 READ 1400, SRC,iAWR{J},J=l,JAl 
1400 FORMAT l5El5.8l 
DO 111 J=l, JA 
Figure 12. Main program. 
---·~-----------------------
REL 026 
REI. 027 
REL 031 
REI. 032 
REL 033 
c 
IF (!Wl 121,125,120 
120 READ 1110t (W{!},I=ltiAl 
GO TO 400 
62 
CALCULATE OMEGA FROM RHO 
GO TO 129 
128 W{ll=l./ZZ 
132 DO 134 -I=l,JA 
BZ=O. 
137 BZ=BZ+A(J,Il 
IF (8Zl135,136,135 
136 PRINT 1122 
1122 FORMAT (17H DIVIDING BY BZ=Ol 
NDP=IU-IL+l 
401 READ 1110, {81{J),J=l,IAl 
A!NFDP,IXl=1. 
GO TO 411 
408 A!NFOP,IXl=l. 
GO TO 411 
NP=3 
SIGMA=GP!3l/SQRTF!l.3862944l 
GP{3l=SIGMA 
DO 139 !=1,3 
139 GP1tl)=GP{l) 
Figure 12. Continued. 
..Rf..l.___j)_li_. . 
REl 035 
. -~- ----
REL 037 
REL 038 
REL 044 
REL 048 
REI,_ 050 
c 
c 
c 
~· . 
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GO TO ll4lt142ol43,144,145),NERR 
141 AREA!IXl=SQRTF(6.2831853l•GP1(3l•GPllll 
155 PRINT 1130 
1130 FORMAT (17H DIVIDING BY AB=Ol 
STOP 89 
156 IFIGP113ll 158,159,158 
STDPIIXI=IGP1\l)*GP1!3l/ABl•SQRTF(6.283l853•1(STDEtll/GPl(lll••2 + 
l(STDE!3l/GP113ll••Z+l.O/ABll 
1123 FOR~AT(lH ,I4,19H DIVIDING BY AREA=O) 
STOP 89 
152 GP21I,IXl=GP11Il 
138 VARF21!IXJ=VARF 
142 PRINT 1126 
1126 FORMAT {16H SINGULAR MATRIX) 
144 PRINT 1128 
1128 FORMAT 120H XTX MATRIX SINGULAR) 
ZERO 
130 DO 200 I=l,JA 
ARRAYS REL : 051 
REI_.. 052 
DO 210 I=1,JA ·. REL' 057 
DO 210 J=l,IA REL' 058 
A(Tl•W = A(J,IJ .. W(Jl REL' 059 
ATW A{J,!) • W(JI REL 060 
AITI•W•R!Il= SUM( ATW •RIJ)J,J=1oiA REL 061 
Figure 12. Continued. 
c 
c 
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ANO PRINT 
245 00 255 I=l,JA 
5 
·REL 084 
REL 085 
PRINT 1250,I,(Al{l,J),J=l,JAl 
1250 FORMAT (l3H~IOENTITY ROW !4, 6El7.S/(7El7.8)) 
REL 090 
REL 091 
FIAJA IA -JA 
262 FM = O. 
00 502 I=l,JA 
REL 096 
REL 097 
709 PRINT 2752,J, lAti,J),I=lolA) 
2752 FORMAT (5H A{l,,I3,2H )/(5E24.81) 
DO 270 N=l,JA REL 101 
270 BAlll=BA{I)+A(l,N) 
--=-- _ -~- ~- ~~- _ _ --~~- , _;_-_ :;:,.-,;, , _ ~-;_:~.;;~;~'=~-~~::~)lf:~~- ;_IO:J. 
-"- ~-,~~:-~:·,~:1=:~~.;;:}"'~~:~-::-~~ ~~~::~:~;!.:,'.~;;:;-:;··: ~FK~ 104 
-"=---"~=='*'"'"'--""'"'""''-""~"-"'7"'':- --"·:-~.,.,-~ ---.-,~,_..-,.--_ -•REf.;"'"-1 05-
1280 FORMAT {5HlM = El5.8//l3H M•tA!Tl•W•Al lOX 30HLOWER TRIANGULAR PRREL 106 
liNT ED ONLY Ill - REL 107 
C REL 108 
DO 290 I=l,JA REL 109 
DO 285 J=l,I REl 110 
Figure 12. Continued. 
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Figure 12. Continued. 
REL_.1ll. 
rtf{., llZ 
:R~::t.: •. ·,· .. ·.ll"t 
~tirtc:tts 
llEL:~:oH6 
2RI!20l,AC20J,SOA(20} 
READ 2000 ,JA,N 
2002 FORMAT {5X,4E15.8l 
DO 401 1=1,JA 
500 PRINT 2100,1 
2100 FORMAT (3H 8(,I3,8H) = ZERO) 
DO 403 I=2,JA 
IF IBMAX-8{1))404,403,403 
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-SDAMAX=AMAX•SQRTF I OMAX) 
COMP=AMAX•EF!IMAXl•PCIMAXl•F!lMAX)/B!IMAXl 
DW=O. 
DU=O. 
A(I)=EXPF(-1.•0Ul 
SDAIIl=AIII•SQRTF(OWl 
IF IIMAX-Il410t411,411 
411 AIOC=AID-2.•AWA!IMAXrll/(8liMAXJ•BIIll 
GO TO 412 
410 AIOC=AID-2.•AWACI 1 IMAXl/(8(IMAXl•Billl 
412 IF !AlDCl 413 1 405 1 405 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 13. Subroutine COMP 
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SUBROUTINe NLLS I~,XoVoGPitSTDEoNCRioEPSoNIToNPoNDPtYARFoVARFlo 
lVARF2oCIII,N$1GNolSAVEI 
!llllliNS!DN WIZSOioXI251)J,YI250itGP1111 oSTDE.I Gl, 
Ullo81olllloll tiiTIIIol.lt Tllllot!IIIVC llo 0£1\IV:C 81oC!ll,~ I, 
21111ATIIollollillEXliii,IIIDI!XZUII ,IP.I\'Dflll o PIVOT Iii ,NS IGIIUII, IGOH I 
NII!Rit•l .. . 
llD 10113 z;.l,NP 
IFIGPl!lll l001ol002,1002 · 
1001 lillllll•1 
GD TO 1003 
1002 lGoUI•Z 
1003 C!IHTINUE . . 
llG Ul ll•loNIT 
cO. uo 1.•1·~. 
~ll.oli•II.O 
00 UO ll•loHP 
UO .lU .. oiii•O.O , , 
cp !ll J•ltlllll, ; ; 
CIALL SUIIITI J.oldollo Y oGPI!:oDEiUli,YC·oFltldU 
50 Dill 111 L•loNI' :: · 
lllo11•11L,.1~1+ili!IUVILII4Fl*W! 
DO 1U H•Lo.*' , 
111 AIL, I!I•AI LoRI+OIItiVIL'l:oOE~IY Ill! "'Wl 
DO 112 !I•Zoi!IP 
K•M-1 .. 
DQ 112 [•1.~ 
UZ All!oii•Aile~l 
DO ZlZ ~-1.~ 
DO ZlZ llolofcP 
212 XTXILolll~AI~o!ll 
CAll IIATI!IV IAtNPoBt~oloOfT,INOEXloiNOEX2,fPIVOT,PIVOTI 
lfiASSFI!lET!-l.OE-301: 113,U3,U~ 
113 Nl!RR•2 
CD TO 200 
u.r, 00 115 l•l,NP 
WT•C , . 
1008 !:a Ill •GP 11 1.1 +CM•B lloU: 
!:FINSiGNIHl, l004,US.o!l004 
100.r, ICHIO•!GOIII' , 
Gil TO llOOS,:l0061 o!tiG 
1005 IFITIIIll I ll15,1C07 0 lo/G7 
1006 IFITIIUII l.'OD7o1007,11l5 
1007 Bll,ll•llioill/loO 
I(;UT•KUT•l : : : 
I'FIKUT-71 llll08,10011o1Do9 
115 CONTINUE . 
G<l TO 1010 
1009 ISAVE•I 
NERR•5 
GO TO 200 
1010 DO 116 l•loHP 
Figure 14 .. 
CONVI II•USF·IGPliii/Ta!l 1-1.01 
IFICONVIii-EPSI 116oll6tll7 
116 CONTINUE 
GO TO lZO 
117 DO 111 l•lo~ 
118 GPllli•Telll 
NERII.•3 
GO TO 200 
120 DO 121 l•ltNP 
121 GPlll I•TBI I I 
Silllil .. o.o 
VllRF2•D.O 
DD 122 J•lo NllP 
CALL SUBRT!J,W,IIt,Y,GPl.oDEII.I\'o'I'CoFltllll 
VlliiF2•VARF2+WI•Fl•Fl . 
122 SUI!!i•SUIIW+III 
VllRI'•'IAIIF2/IFLDtTF I NOP·I-FLOATF I NP II 
YllRFl•VARf /SUNN 
Dll· 125 I~l,NP 
DD 125 J•ltilf' 
11''11-J l lZ<I>tl2lh 124 
123 CH,JI•l.O 
Gb TO 125 
12,. C.lloJ!aO.O 
125 CONTINUE 
t,&LL IIATINV IXTX ,NI',C~8,NPoDET tlWDEllo INDI!X2o IPI VOT 0 PIVOTJ 
IFIABSFIDETI-l·.OE...;301, U6 0 126ol:Z7 
126 NERR3~ . 
GO TO 200 
127 DO: lZI l=loHP 
011 lZII J•loHP 
128 YltAT!I,Jl•CUoJI.,V.liiiF 
00 129 l•ltHP 
129 STllEili•SQRTFIVIIATU,lll 
200 RETURN 
END 
Subroutine NLLS 
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SUBROUTINE SUBRTJ (J,W,X, Y,GPl,DERIV, YC,Fl,WI) 
DIMENSION W(250),X(250)t Y(250),GP1(8)., DERIV(8) 
~=GPl(l)* EXPF(-.5*((X(J)-GP1(2))/GP1(3))**2) 
Fl=Y(J)-YC 
DERIV(l)=EXPF (-.5*((X(J)-GP1(2))/GP1(3))**2) 
DERIV(2)=(GP1(1}* (X(J)-GP1(2)) /(GP1(3))**2)*DERIV(1) 
DERIV(3)=(X(J)-GP1(2))/GP1(3)*DERIV(2) 
WI=W(J) 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 15. Subroutine SUBRT. 
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o. OOOOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOOOE 00. 0.366911l29E-Ol o.ooooooooe oo O,OOOOOOOOE 00 o.oooooooOE oo 
"' o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo 0 • OOOOOOOOE 00 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00. O.OOOGOOOOE 00 0.36691129E-Ol o.oooooooo~: oo o.ooooooooe oo o. oriooooooe oo 
o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo 
0. ODOOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo 
D.OOOOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo 0 .OOOODOOOE 00 o.nt,6404e-oa 
O. OOOOOOOOE 00 0.)66911129E-Ol OoOOOOOOOOE 00 o.oaooooooe oo o.ooooooooc: oo o.~OOOE 00 
o.ooooooooe oo· O.OOOIIOOOOE 00 0.46078949E-Ol O.OOOOOOOOE 00 o.ooooooooe oo o.~OOOE 00 
o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo o.ooooooooe oo 0 • OOOOOOOOIE 00 O.:U 93M04E-Ol -o. 53S4'FUCE-Ol 
o.ooooooooe oo 0.36698129E-Ol 0.19410904£ 00 o. U739364E 00 o.a:nnone-01 0 .• U096824E 01 
O.II612:~14E-01 O.lOU4116E 01 o. "fU56339E-Ol O.J.53453511JE 01 0.5271l91Uf. 00 o. 39TOUl!Mfi 00 
-0. 52237940£-0l 0.349l7845E 01 0.681l2611E 01 o. 4)597950£ 02 0 .U26f>694E 03 0.1741'"921: OJ 
Oo2l929927E 03 0.23904615E OJ 0.215l644JE 03 0.206830211£ 03 0.2146:401191: U O.:!ZOGMitE OJ 
O.l9931UJE 03 0.2Ul68211E OJ O.Z49JI.U4E 03 Oo26619689E 03 0.2899l532E 03 G.J:s88911liE OJ 
D.38941316E 03 0.421996)4£ 0) 0.411911289E 03 0.4'll7l0706E 0.) 0.56481400£ 03 0.60f-llii:4>18E 03 
0.627655651: 03 0.6652/o408E 03 0.68314342E 03 o. 70Z38l30E 03 0.13927068E 03 Oo76H91:t7E OJ 
Doii2860860E 03 0.922935291! 0) 0.1031316\IE 0~ o. U 16470fJE 0" O.U3018HE 0~ O.lS7U7lliE 0~ 
O.l7593363E 04 O.l9716106E 0<1> O.Zl8461129E 04 Oo2431'10315E 04 0.26l8079"E Olt 0.21\I!IU-HE 0'1-
0.29092190£ 04 O.Z9805T91E 04 Oo211919657E 04 0.289526SU Olt o.nuM ne oo~~ Ou255295UE 04 
0.24ll9428E 04 0.2li1006.96E 04 0.201Z9663E 04 o. Ul082611E 04 0. H>'>2U 'i'OE 04 O.l .. G24&UE 04 
Dollo261089E 04 O. U364641E 04 O.U213119E 04 O.U2l98S5E 04 o.u2!:1t.06$&: o<~> O.U9UH7f 01\ 
O.l4193391E 04 O.l53ZOti37E 04 O.l599 .. 312E 04 Oel6409<\06E 0 .. 0.167862351; IH 0.1 '1'59199-4£ 04 
O.l7507216E 04 O.l1H2288E 04 O.l7145806E 04 o.l645snoe 04 0.1 !H22753E o .. O.l.40li7231E 114 
0.13213160E 04 O.ll'>90203E 04 Oo99217925E 03 Oo87040524E D3 O. 77U6316E 03 O.U'illOM\IIE 0) 
O.!l6U02~E 03 0.4569103'i>E 03 0.39291640E 03 O.ll849611E 03 0.28400639E Ol 0.2!!298623E 03 
0.21500lil7E 03 0.1813'"89E OJ O.l6824881tE 03 O.l52503ME 03 O.l5418"tD4E 03 O.l!:iMO.U7E 03 
O.HII66197E 03 O.l'\6&65'>3E 03 Ool76292UE 03 O.l7003833E 03 O.l81tl71T6£' 03 0.221'1113101! 03 
0.25210908E 03 0.28272116E 03 o.~399150BE 03 o.39002048E o3 o ... nzuMe o3 o.!'7M~seoe 03 
0.663723117E 03 0.7121t51187E 03 0.883Z7855E 03 _O.l05463'l6E 0~ O.H88l001E 04 O,l3653«>UE M 
O.l525353BE 04 O.l6973917E 04 o.l69144BlE 04 0.210ll966E Olt 0.2Z:Z879::10E o.r, 0.2M52UOE 04 
Figure 16 .. Portion of output from ruu lo 
H = O.l2749004E 01 
H•IAITI•W•A) LOWER TRIANG~LAR rRINTED ONLY 
ROW 1 
ROW 2 
ROW 3 
ROW 4 
ROW 5 
ROll 6 
o.35211534E-04 
0,34915H94E-05 
U.99542061E-06 
o. 77731817E-06 
0.20747350E-06 
0.15832229E-06 
0.59763842E-05 
0.4104 7444E-06 
0.10584279E-06 
0.4478b!>6bE-06 
0. 76245288E-D7 
O.ll986107E-04 
0.75136255E-05 
0.12704847E-05 
0.70348Z90E-07 
0.63103152£-07 
O.l303299BE-04 
0.56847507E-05 
0.565844B5E-U6 
O.l7348269E-Ob 
0.15593365E-04 
o.25D53993E-06 
0.10536127E-06 
0 • 81521944E-05 
o .15369BttOE-os 
ROW J 0.22759965E-06 
0,44064345E-04 
O. 221P.467lE-06 
0.14 770544E-Ofi 
0.28420964E-06 0.42309628E-06 
0.39193930E-06 
o.76574574E-o7 
ROH 8 0.13373162E-06 
0.1 "T938924E-04 
0.14789l04E-06 
RII 94.)= 
Rll 110,)= 
Rll 118. )= 
Rll 131.)= 
Rll l.77o )= 
Rll 198,)= 
Rl( 261,)= 
Rll 308.)= 
Oo73427967E 02 STRI= 
0.47385788E 03 STRI= 
0.5736ll62E 02 STRI= 
Oo3l483659E 03 STRI= 
0.60888264E 03 STRI= 
0.99999997E 03 STRI= 
0.497907B2E 02 STRI= 
0.27594509E 03 STRI= 
0.10994832E 01 
0.70670647E Oi 
0.85226227E 00 
0 .46729668E 01 
0.895440451: 01 
0.14705885E 07 
0.73090587E 00 
0,403.b9370E Ol 
BINI<Ail,N) 
O. OOOOOOOOE 00 
-0,94706b62E-Ol 
-0.45115718E 00 
-0.41621684E 00 
0.92713320E-Ol 
-0.50672034E 00 
0.90503498E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00 
Oo99126306E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00 
0.90503498E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00 
o.ooooooout uu 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00 
0.19508033£ 00 
0.78221406E 00 
O.l037357lE OZ 
O. 220065 54E 03 
o.3l768396E 03 
Q,60B74906E 03 
Q, 8043339'n U3 
0.134061 71E 04 
0.27001326E O't 
o. 3l487545E 04 
0.203l7141E Olt 
0.1423 7l 76E 04 
O.l7894932E 04 
O.l7618674E 04 
o.lOZ<tf610E "'' 
0.36201531E 03 
O.l61548l9E 03 
O.l8l85800E 03 
0.41394812E 03 
O.OOQOOOOOE 00 
-0.45l43510E-Ol 
uoOOOOOOOOE 00 
0.495b3156E-Ol 
0.1Bl00b99E 00 
0.90503498E-01 
U,90503498E-01 
0.00000000[ 00 
o .4n50l65~-ol 
0,9050349BE-Ol 
0.90503498E-Ol 
-0.47353333E-Ol 
0.4951dl)bt-Ol 
0,9050349BE-Ol 
0. 77037422E 00 
O.B0012343E 00 
0.32671408E 02 
0.23105047E 03 
0.360ll452E 03 
0.61t037706E 03 
0.83416!>4bt 03 
O.l574721BE 04 
U.2'1H92)01: Olt 
0.2<;969906E 04 
O.lB3lOI.BlE 04 
O.l4634003E 04 
UolHH7322E 04 
0.1682Y770E 04 
0.898537871: 03 
0.33600504E 03 
O.l627Bl2bE 03 
0.199b94l4E 03 
0.4!>41{927E 03 
Figure 17. 
o.ooooooooE oo 
-0.457157l8E 00 
O,OOOOOIJUO~ UO 
0.90503498E-01 
O.l78B'oll~lE 00 
O.l8100699E 00 
u.uOOOOOOOE 00 
o.ooooooooE oo 
0.49563156E-Ol 
0,49563156E-Ol 
0.91J50349BE-Ol 
o.ooooooooE oo 
u. L 1928435E 00 
0.49563l56E-Ol 
0.8190l224E 00 
0. 32 531624E 00 
u.64444141E oz· 
0.23382547E 03 
0.41142480[ 03 
Q,69293095E 03 
Q, 912~.!289E 03 
O.l7872347E 04 
o.30594141E04 
0.27901033E 04 
O,l6859b9UE 04 
0.1~292911E 04 
O.l67670l!>E U't 
0,1!>517361E 04 
o. 7't008731t 03 
0.28663290E 03 
U.l6720439E U:> 
0. 23690834E 03 
o.54753372E 03 
Portion 
O.l3365365E 00 -0,224~7722t 00 
0.90503498E-Ol 0.49563156E-01 
o.ooooooooE oo o.t8241931E ou 
0.26719158E 00 O.l4006665E 00 
·0.473!>3333E-Dl O.OOOOOOOOE uu 
0.90503496E-01 0.90503498E-Ol 
Q,90503498E-01 U.'t9563156E-Ol 
0.49563156E-Ol O.DOOOOOOOE 00 
u.z7151049~ oo o.905031t9Ut-ui 
O.OOOOOOOOE 00 0.90503~98E-Ol 
o.OOOOOOOOE ou u.OOOOOOOOE 00 
0.90503~98E-Ol O.OOOOOOOOE'DO 
o.9050~~~~t-u1 O,l4006665E 00 
0.2129238lE 00 0.2l0532ZOE 00 
o.6318857Ut-u• o.~l307477< oo 
0.21266212E 00 0.37078995E 01 
O.l053llUE !)j O.l3246529E 03 
0.233ll491E 03 0.27393572E 03 
o.4500S971~ ~j o.50l00584E 03 
0.70828264E 03 0.14737022E 03 
0.9bljlU67E 03 Uol0T687~8o 04 
0.20019498E 04 0.22567968E 04 
0.32293514E-04 o.~24175f6E 04 
0.25847709E 04 0.24054461E 04 
u, l5't3990it 04 0 ,}'tH l'tB6E -04 
Q,15702547E 04 0.1636l564E 04 
Ool9380203E 04 O.lil1H>007E 04 
O.l4566903E 04 0.12811351E 04 
0.64381662E 03 0.52606376E 03 
O.Z53ll902E 03 0.20522766E Dl 
O.l7131554E 03 O.lb4l51~4t Dl 
0.26123914E 03 0.30624236E 03 
o.&51.596t.BE o3 o.7!1lnnsr. 03-
of output from run 2~ 
0.549!l3~Tlf. 00 
o.ooooooooe oo 
Uo">9,()~156E-Ol 
O. 49563156E-Ol 
O.llll06699E Of.J 
0.90503'i·98E-Ol 
o.~t9563l56t-ul 
O.OOOOOO!IOE 00 
-0,4 7353333E-IH 
o.ooooooom; oo 
u. 000(100001: 00 
o.ooooooooe oo 
O.l81006119E 00 
O. l1928ft35E 00 
o. 35633466E: 00 
0.35l89556E 01 
O.ltl6464l6E 03 
0.291t!H043E 03 
O. 56'>!7638E 03 
o. 7796951.3f 03 
O. l2U34'>bE 04 
0.2!>332187E Olt 
•J.J,ll29113E 04 
o. 222qlt5&2E. 114 
O.l41'tl639f: 04 
O.ll461396E 04 
O.ir<>~6f43E 04 
O.ll5955HE 04 
0.46097258E 03 
O.l'>l\l82059E 03 
0. fll8ZB532E 03 
0.35l58268E 03 
O. 90l5501fiiE' 03 
"' 0 
~ * Oo17764765E ~ic. 
~· 
~•IAITI•W•AI LOWER TRIANGULAR PRINTED ONLY 
ROW 1 0~40728759~-04 
ROW 2 0.51264329E-05 Ool7337414E-04 
ROW 3 O.l0370286E-05 Oo10706272E-04 
ROW 4 o.a564lo33E-oo 0.19735911E-05 
ROW 5 Oo1008~779E-06 0.10214613E-06 
ROW 6 O.l3612152E-06 o, 71453050E-07 
0.1B654939E-04 
0.69067268E-05 
Oo4616867C·E-06 
Oo18402813E-06 
Oo20682211E-OA 
0.31275824E-06 
0.13?71411E-06 
o .• 38498876E-06 
0.49706935E-06 
O.U728356E-04 
0.23958530E-05 
0.88016478E-05 
ROW 7 Oo49525167E-06 
Ool2895605E-06 
ROW 6 Oo4694ll 76E-Ob 
o. 71118220t-07 
RIC 94.1= 0,66527086E 02 STRI= 
Rll 110.1= 0.46741931E 03 SlRI= 
Rll 116.1= 0.55715793E 02 STRI= 
RIC 131.1= 0,32117388C 03 STRI= 
Rl I 177.1= 0,61920613E 03 SIRI= 
Rll 198.1= o •. 99999998E o3 STRI= 
Rlf 261.1= o. 40623596E 02. STRI= 
Rll 308.1= o. 28382886£: 03 STRI= 
Oo361ll2627E-06 
0.4985\i355E-04 
Oo2876l460E-06 
0.141lll6566E-05 
0.99t\4l049E 00 
O, 69728645E 01 
0.62800ll4E 00 
Oo47680982E 01 
O. 91079659E 01 
0.14708734E 02 
o.S9645172E oo 
0.41529614E 01 
0.34403380E-06 
0. 26779159E-06 
Oo22768960E-04 
BINI•AII,NI 
0.11860457E 02 O.l9B20~5t 03 0.20655498F. 03 O.l9210'9~E 03 
0.155Q2045E 03 O.l~ 1!1?732!: 03 Oo16352244E 03 O.l7061992E 03 
Ool8356017E 03 O.I9026349E 03 o.2091B04oe 03 0.20602753E 03 
0;27712754E 03 0.301U6593E 03 0.31768163E 03 0.36026102E 03 
0.46309758E 03 0.48492932E 03 o,.49622763E 03 o.54776186E 03 
o.,9534316E o3 Oo6449l927E 03 0.66967999E 03 0,69393246E 03 
o.az53913ae 03 0.91>696005( 03 0.96121310E 03 n.t0501349E 04 
O.l3596699E 04 O.l5350830E 04 Oo15918830E 04 O.l7Z93622E 04 
Do21646466E 04 0.2.309?670E 04 0.23960312E 04 0.25048214E 04 
0.26697612E 04 0.21l56620E 04 0.265659ZlE 04 0.26632556E t!lt 
Oo23551079E 04 0.23090526E 04 0.21072639E 04 o.20293259E o4 
0.1696402\IE 04 Ool6294450E 04 O.l!>l369BlE 04 0 .14655382E 04 
O.l3590900E 04 O.l35Ul476E 04 o. l3601689F. 04 O,l370l't60E 04 
O.l5072102E 04 Ool541!8216E 04 O.lS78131l2E 04 O.l5830716E 04 
0.16627007E 04 o.l679B222E 04 o •. lt.740460E 04 0 .16892585E 04 
o.l5299416E 04 O.l4709948E 04 0. B873276E 04 O.l3110316E 04 
0.105840 15E 04 0.92949612E 03 0.850120lbE 03 0.78057593E 03 
0.533241>47E 03 0.4725943'•" 03 0;43249546E 03 0.34637610E 03 
0,27451245E 03 0.21256615~ 03 (l.?Q~'i0434E 0~ O.l918169BE 03 
0.156014:HE 03 O,l!>bbl632E 03 O.l5133316E 03 Ool5938172E 03 
O.l7654l22E 03 O.l1010159E 03 0.19944944E 03 0.2l936885E 03 
0.28580989E 03 Oo3l050627E 03 0.35332480E 03 0.39206202E 03 
0.54861424E 03 0. 6SZ29439E 03 O. 71555918E 03 0,80765lOOE 03 
O.l1406736E 04 Ool2972358E 04 O.l4085568E 04 Ool5007365E 04 
O.l9033542E 04 ().20281032[ 04 o. 21728063E 04 0.22606247!: 04 
o. 26251497E 0't 0.26722690[ 04 Oo27303883E 04 0.27770756E.04 
Oo29592638E 04 o.29236B26E o4 o.30046374E 04 0.?.9665125E 04 
0.30310141E 04 o.30536362E o4 o. 29738629E 04 0,30't20273E 04 
0.31206293E 04 0,31774702E 04 0.32231506E 04 0.33lllllOE 04 
0.35£.82865E 04 0.366!>4964F 04 0.36830614E 04 0,·37532296E 04 
o.3ql6014H 04 0.39704854F 04 o. 39833867E 04 0.39635471E O't 
0.3890878SE 04 0.38926600E 04 0.37432184E 04 0.36763546E 04 
0.33053101E 04 0.31241708E 04 0.29686290E 04 O. 2Bit27755E 04. 
Figure 18. Portion. of output from 
c:>-99892936£-07 
0.15287063E-06 
O.l7893B3ZE 03 0.16761 .. 981: 03 
O.l6273999E 03 0.1!115&06£ 0! 
o .. z:~no25Gf! o:a O;,.OO.HltO.I'il OJ 
6.<w05UOS9E 03 0Alll8l1170E 03 
0.54748022E 03 0.5BU64423E 03 
0.12083970E 03 o.7519ZB37E 03 
O.lH63868E 04 0.12956868£ 04 
O.IBB.r,n.r,9e 11.r, 1'),2077.r,QS5E 04 
0•'Z6()tio50Yttf 04 Co.2!681.72l'H 114 
Oo2!1204653E O<l o~tlfo'Qli'IDI! 0<1 
0.19l307l:iE 0~ 0.1Bl667l9E 04 
O.l43115"i6E 04 O.l39114898E 04 
0.14188078E 04 o. 14658259£ 04 
0.165653221!' il4 ll.17096526£ 04 
0 ol6205Jlft 0"1 :1. lt.Os:ll06f! Ollt 
0.!2303'6901! 04 0•1l4'{)'870"5E ,'!t4 
0.68749662E 03 0.610~1595E 03 
0.3265ll89E 03 O.Z9221768E 03 
0.17444302!' 03 O.l6208835E 03 
O.l7085701E 03 0.15805860E 03 
0 .. 229.63511-'lE O;J 0.2t.rli6860U 01 
').ft<\500141£ O'S· Cio4812VT4'ft Oi 
J.9342b965E !13 !l.l0445982E Olt 
0.16Z8B077E 04 0.17625067£ 04 
o.z3BOU49E 04 0.24881>BOOE 04 
0.20709663E Olo 0.211582391E 04 
0. 295861!!136 04 0.29t1143Ufi 04 
D.30325018E 04 o.:~lOn591E D4 
0.335288ME Q.r, 0.34151641E 04 
0.31931350E 04 o. 3B063157E o.r, 
0.39732265£ 04 0.39502\IOBE 04 
0,351145006E 04 0.34338415E 04 
o.26267&9lE o4 Oo244·1<t;!5!iF. ~It 
run 3. 
~ 
..... 
